
● Teacher’s Day Celebrations -5-Sep-2023
● Visit of RJD of Kadapa and Chittoor to review on Academic and on

applying for Autonomous status - 5-Sep-2023
● NSS - Awareness Programme on Importance of NSS in Students Life
● Appreciation from QAC of APSCHE for being Accredited A+ -

8-Sep-2023
● Staff Club - Felicitation to Dr. P. Venugopal and Dr.D. Bhaskar 14-09-2023
● Eco-Club and NSS - Ozone Day Celebrations - 16-09-2023
● IQAC - 5-Day Capacity Building Programme for Teaching Staff -

20-09-2023 to 25-09-2023
● Dept. of Telugu - Gurajada Apparao Birth Anniversary Celebrations -

21-Sep-2023
● NCC - Conducted selections for NCC batch - 2023-24 - 23-Sep-2023
● Dept. of Telugu - Gurram Joshua Birth Anniversary Celebrations -

27-Sep-2023
● NSS - Clean and Green - 30-Sep-2023
● Faculty Achievements

○ Dr.P. Venugopal has been awarded the Prestigious AP State Best



Teacher Award in Commerce for 2023-24 on 05-Sep-2023
○ Dr.D. Bhaskar, lecturer in Commerce received Lieutenant ranking as

NCC officer

TEACHERS’ DAY CELEBRATIONS
05.09.2023

Regional Joint Director Dr.Babu garu, Principal Dr.R.Venugopal and staff
garaling the statue of Dr.Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan

Principal Dr.R.Venugopal garu and RJD Dr.Babu garu addressing the staff
and students on Teachers’ Day



On 5th September 2023, Government Degree College, Nagari celebrated

Teachers’ Day in the campus on the birthday of Dr.Sarvepalli RadhaKrishnan,

former President of India. Regional Joint Director of Zone IV Dr.Babu and

Principal, Karvetinagaram Dr.Vijayulu Reddy were invited as the Chief

Guest and Special Invitee respectively for the celebrations. Dr.R.Venugopal,
Principal of the college presided over the celebrations.

Principal Dr.R.Venugopal addressed the gathering on the significance of

Teachers’ Day, thanking and appreciating all the lecturers for their hard work

and dedication and for their key role in helping the college to achieve new

heights. Dr.M.Bhaskar Raju, Vice-Principal enlightened the staff and students

on the childhood, education, and career of Dr.Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan.

Dr.Babu, Regional Joint Director appreciated the college Principal

Dr.R.Venugopal and his team for their immense contribution to the

development of the institution. A few students expressed their gratitude to the

lecturers’ through short speeches. All the staff of the college attended the

celebrations.

REGIONAL JOINT DIRECTORS’ VISIT TO COLLEGE
05.09.2023

RJD Dr.Babu garu interacting with the Principal and Staff of the college



Regional Joint Director Dr.Babu garu visited the campus on 5th September

2023 as a part of monthly visit to the college. During his visit he participated in

Teachers’ Day Celebrations along with Dr.Vijayulu Reddy, Principal, GDC,

Karvetinagaram. He verified all the academic records and reviewed the status

of the Autonomous application. He gave his valuable suggestions to the staff

during the staff meeting.

NSS Unit
Awareness programme on Importance of NSS in Students life

On the eve of Teachers' Day, NSS Unit organized a program in the college.

The program was begun by inviting the dignitaries on the dias. It was presided over

by Dr.R.Venugopal, Principal. In his opening remarks the principal said that the

service gives immense pleasure to the students when they participate interestingly

in community service activities. It is highly helpful to develop leadership,

Communication skills etc.

Further, Dr.M.Bhaskara Raju, Vice-principal and NSS Program officer
addressing the students, National Service Scheme is a national program to involve

the youth in community development activities. It develops the spirit of unity and

integrity in the students. Dr.A.Indira Priyadarshini, IQAC coordinator speaking at
the gathering of celebration, NSS is an opportunity to meet the public and to know

the hardships of the public. Dr.D.Bhaskar, Dr.P.Venugopal and other staff addressed

the students. Dr.D.Bhaskar addressing the students, service is an opportunity to do

something for the society. We owe to society, so we have to do something for

society.



Principal Dr.R.Venugopal addressing the staff and students on the
importance of NSS units in the colleges

Vice Principal and NSS Programme
officer Dr.M.Bhaskar Raju addressing

the gathering

Staff and students attending the
programme

APPRECIATION FROM QAC OF APSCHE
FOR SECURING A+ IN NAAC

08.09.2023

The entire academic community of the college received an appreciation from the Quality

Assurance Cell of APSCHE for achieving accreditation by the National Assessment and

Accreditation Council (NAAC) with A+ Grade and with CGPA of 3.28. In the letter they

exclaimed that this significant accomplishment is a testament to the college’s unwavering

dedication to academic excellence and its relentless pursuit of educational improvement.



FELICITATION TO DR.P.VENUGOPAL AND DR.D.BHASKAR
14.09.2023

Staff club of the college arranged a felicitation programme to
Dr.P.Venugopal for being awarded with the Best Teacher Award of the State and
Dr.D.Bhaskar for being confirmed with Lieutenant rank in NCC.

The event began with a Guard of Honour by the NCC cadets from the college

gate to the venue. On this special occasion Principal Dr.R.Venugopal personally
felicitated them with a shawl and memento. While talking about Dr.P.Venugopal, he
said that behind the success of any individual there will be years of toil and hardwork .

Hence he asked all other staff to take him as an inspiration and work hard with

commitment to achieve such great heights in their careers. He also wished that every

year one of our college faculty would get the Best Teacher Award. On the same

occasion, he exclaimed the achievement of Dr.D.Bhaskar who underwent training for
three months and was confirmed with Lieutenant rank in NCC. This function was

graced by Dr.Rajendra Naidu garu, former and Rtd. Principal of the college. During



his address he shared his personal bonding with the recipients of the awards and also

the college principal and blessed all the faculty members with his good wishes.

Later the Staff Club President Sri.B.Subramanyam, Vice-pricnipal
Dr.M.Bhaskar Raju, treasurer Dr.P.Maheswari and other staff members

congratulated and felicitated the award winners with the warmth of their love and

affection. Finally the programme was concluded with felicitation to Dr.Rajendra Naidu

garu, former principal of the college by the present principal Dr.R.Venugopal and staff

of the college.

Principal Dr.R.Venugopal felicitating Dr.P.Venugopal and Dr.D.Bhaskar along
with former Rtd. principal of the college Dr.Rajendra Naidu garu and others

Felicitation by the Staff Club and NCC cadets



Felicitation to Dr.Rajendra Naidu garu by the Principal and Staff

ECO CLUB AND NSS
WORLD OZONE DAY CELEBRATIONS - 16.09.2023

Principal Dr.R.Venugopal and Vice-Principal Dr.M.Bhaskar Raju addressing the
students on the importance of Ozone Layer for habitation on Earth



Eco Club Coordinator Dr.M.Aruna Kumari and Dr.A.Indira Priyadarsini
enlightening the students on the occasion

WORLD OZONE DAY was observed on September 16th, 2023 to preserve the

Ozone layer and for the sustainable environment. The theme for the year 2023 is

“Montreal Protocol: Fixing the Ozone Layer and Reducing Climate Change”. On this

occasion, ECO CLUB of Government Degree College, Nagari conducted Essay

writing, Elocution, and Drawing competitions on the topic: OZONE LAYER
DEPLETION AND ITS CAUSES.

The Principal Dr R. Venugopal presided over the programme and addressed the
gathering. He said that protecting the Ozone layer is everyone's responsibility, if we

don't protect it, there will not be any life on the earth. He also explained that scientists

identified a hole in the Ozone layer in the year 1980, through this the harmful

ultraviolet rays reach the earth and cause many adverse effects to humans, plants as

well and animals. Dr. M. Bhaskar Raju, the vice principal, spoke about the ACTS to

strongly implement against cutting of trees and encouraging afforestation. Eco club

coordinator Dr. M. Aruna Kumari spoke about the Ozone layer, causes of Ozone

layer depletion, and Chlorofluorocarbons and also explained about the plantation, and

usage of eco-friendly vehicles to control pollution. Dr. Indira Priyadarsini spoke
about the harmful effects on the ozone layer of using chemical fertilizers, sprays,

chlorofluorocarbons from refrigerators, Air conditioners, coolers, and toxic gasses



from factories and industries. Prizes were distributed to the winners of Essay writing,

elocution and drawing competitions by the Principal Dr R. Venugopal. Faculty Dr G.

Swathi, Dr. A. Sreelakshmi, Dr M. Pankaja, Dr. M. Revathi, Dr Uma Maheswari, Dr

Gireesh kumar, Smt Muni kumari and students participated in the program.

Mr.Tamila Selvam of I CA and Ms. Dharani of I Science receiving prizes



IQAC
5 Day Capacity Building Programme for Teaching Staff

20.09.2023 to 25.09.2023

IQAC of the Government Degree College, Nagari, organized a week-long workshop series

from September 20 to September 25, 2023, focusing on various aspects of higher education

governance, quality assurance, capacity building, accreditation processes, and research and

innovation. The workshop sessions were conducted by eminent personalities in the field of

education.

Day 1: Wednesday, September 20, 2023
Session 1: Leadership and Governance in Higher Education Speaker: Dr.
R. Venugopal, Principal, GDC, Nagari
Dr. R. Venugopal, an accomplished figure in higher education administration,
provided an insightful session on effective leadership and governance in higher
education institutions. He emphasized the importance of visionary leadership in
achieving academic excellence.

Day 2: Thursday, September 21, 2023
Session 2: Fundamentals of Quality Assurance Speaker: Dr. M. Revathi,
In-charge, Dept. of English, GDC, Nagari
Dr. M. Revathi, a distinguished faculty member, delved into the fundamental

principles of quality assurance in higher education. She highlighted the

significance of maintaining academic standards and ensuring continuous

improvement.

Day 3: Friday, September 22, 2023

Session 3: Understanding the Importance of Capacity Building in Higher

Education Institutions Speaker: Dr. A. Indira Priyadarsini, IQAC Coordinator,

GDC, Nagari

Dr. A. Indira Priyadarsini, a seasoned expert in quality enhancement, led a

session on the critical role of capacity building in higher education. She

emphasized the need for faculty development and institutional strengthening.

Day 4: Saturday, September 23, 2023

Session 4: Navigating Accreditation Processes and Criteria Speaker: Dr. A.

Indira Priyadarsini, IQAC Coordinator, GDC, Nagari



Continuing her valuable contributions, Dr. A. Indira Priyadarsini provided a

comprehensive understanding of accreditation processes and criteria. She

offered practical insights on how institutions can meet and exceed accreditation

standards.

Day 5: Monday, September 25, 2023

Session 5: Research and Innovation in Education Speaker: Dr. P. Venugopal,

Autonomous Coordinator, GDC, Nagari

Dr. P. Venugopal, an esteemed authority on research and innovation, concluded

the workshop series with a stimulating session on fostering a culture of research

in higher education.



Resource persons Dr.R.Venugopal, principal; Dr.M.Revathi, Dr.A.Indira
Priyadarshini , Dr.P.Venugopal addressing the staff during their sessions

respectively

Department of Telugu
Gurajada Apparao Birth Anniversary Celebrations

21-Sep-2023

Gurajada Venkata Apparao's birth anniversary was celebrated grandly by the

Department of Telugu on 21-Sep-2023. Dr.R.Venugopal, the Principal, spoke at the

event and emphasized on the importance of one’s native language for gaining

knowledge. He praised the efforts made by Gurajada to bring reformations in Telugu

to make it easy. Dr. C. Chinnapapamma, Incharge, Dept.of Telugu, explained about

Gurajada’s contribution to women empowerment in his times. She also spoke on the

efforts made by Apparao against child marriages and how he sensitized the society

through the performance of Kanyasulkam play. Dr.P. Varalakshmi, Lecturer in Telugu

briefly reviewed the major works of Gurajada Apparao like Kanyaka, Poornamma,

Diddubaatu etc.. Dr. Aruna Kumari, Lecturer in Botany, sang Apparao’s patriotic song

“�ేశమ�ను ����ంచుమ��� మం� అన��� ��ంచుమ���... �ేశమంట� మట���ా�ో� �ేశమంట�

మనుష�ల��…”. Mr. Jothi, Lecturer in Tamil, other Lecturers and students participated

in the programme.



Principal Dr.R.Venugopal Addressing the
participants



NCC
Enrollment for First Year Students 2023

NCC enrollment for first year students was conducted on 22.09.2023 in our
college grounds. 29 Andhra Battalion, Subedhar Balakrishnan and Havaldhar
Bhahudur have selected the cadets. Lt.Dr.D.Bhaskar supervised the selection.
After the selection process principal Dr.R.Venugopal appreciated the selected
cadets in the meeting organized by the NCC wing.

Principal Dr.R.Venugopal and Lt.Dr.D.Bhaskar addressing aspiring cadets

During the selection process in the college grounds





NSS DAY CELEBRATIONS
23.09.2023

The program was begun by inviting the dignitaries on the dias. It was presided over

by Dr.R.Venugopal, Principal. In his opening remarks the principal said that the

service gives immense pleasure to the students when they participate interestingly

in community service activities. It is highly helpful to develop leadership,

Communication skills etc.

Further, Dr.M.Bhaskara Raju, Vice-principal and NSS Program officer

addressing the students, National Service Scheme is a national program to involve

the youth in community development activities. It develops the spirit of unity and

integrity in the students. Dr.A.Indira Priyadarshini, IQAC coordinator speaking at the

gathering of celebration, NSS is an opportunity to meet the public and to know the

hardships of the public. Dr.D.Bhaskar, Dr.P.Venugopal and other staff addressed the

students. Dr.D.Bhaskar addressing the students, service is an opportunity to do

something for the society. We owe to society, so we have to do something for

society.

Principal Dr.R.Venugopal addressing the staff and students on the
importance of NSS units in the colleges



Vice Principal and NSS Programme
officer Dr.M.Bhaskar Raju addressing

the gathering

Staff and students attending the
programme

Dept. of Telugu
Gurram Joshua Birth Anniversary Celebrations

27-Sep-2023

Famous Telugu poet Gurram Joshua's birth anniversary was celebrated on

27-Sep-2023. On this occasion, the principal of the college, Dr. Venugopal Garu said

that as a result of the struggle of social reformers like Gurram Joshua, caste

discrimination has been overcome to a large extent today, and this is a good

development that the society needs. College Vice-Principal, Dr. Bhaskara Raju,

highlighted that these types of programs aimed at fostering better understanding the

social issues in society. Dr. C. Chinnapapamma, Incharge, Dept. of Telugu spoke on

the contribution of Joshua to Telugu Literature through his works. Dr.P. Varalakshmi,

Lecturer in Telugu, explained Joshua's background and how he identified as a

Universalist. Also explained Joshua's message that all mankind are children of the

same mother but not separate. Dr. Aruna Kumari quoted the poetic message of

Gabbilam written by Joshua. Mr.Jyoti, Lecturer in Tamil, gave a brief review of the

conference in good Tamil language. All the students and teachers participated in this

program and made the programme a grand success.



Principal Dr.R.Venugopal talking
about Gurram Jashuva as a

social reformer

Dr.C.Chinnapapamma,
Lecturer-in-charge of Telugu
department talking about the
contribution of Jashuva to the

Telugu Literature

Clean and Green Programme
30-09-2023

As per the proceedings of the CCE Clean and Green programme is observed.
Students and Staff involved and cleaned the Commerce Wing on 30-09-2023.



STAFF ACHIEVEMENTS

Dr.P.Venugopal - AP State Best Teacher Award 2023

In a momentous occasion that has filled our college with immense pride,

Dr.P.Venugopal, our distinguished Lecturer in Commerce, has been bestowed with

the “State Best Teacher Award” by the Government of Andhra Pradesh on 5th

September 2023.. The award was presented by the Hon’ble Education Minister, Sri

Botsa Satyanarayana, along with Chairman- APSCHE, Principal Secretary, Higher

Education and Commissioner, Collegiate Education in recognition of Dr.P.Venugopal’s

exceptional contributions to the field of Higher Education.

Principal Dr.R.Venugopal congratulated Dr.P.Venugopal on this well-earned honor
and staff of the college appreciated Dr.P. Venugopal for being crowned with such a

prestigious award from the state.



Dr.P.Venugopal, Lecturer in Commerce receiving State Best Teacher Award from
Sri.Botsa Satyananarayana garu on 05.09.2023 at Visakhapatnam



Dr.D.Bhaskar - confirmed with Lieutenant rank in NCC

Dr.D.Bhaskar, Lecturer in Commerce and NCC officer of our college
completed three months PRCN course at Officers Training Academy
(OTA), Kamptee, Nagpur, Maharashtra and was awarded Lieutenant
Rank. Principal Dr.R.Venugopal, staff, NCC cadets and students of the



college congratulated Dr.D.Bhaskar on his achievement.


